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High performance for high security
XProtect Corporate is powerful IP video management software (VMS) designed for large-scale, high-security deployments. Its 
central management interface enables the efficient administration of an entire surveillance installation including all connected 
cameras and security devices, regardless of its size or if it is distributed across multiple geographic locations. For systems 
demanding supreme situational awareness and precise response to incidents, XProtect Corporate has interactive maps linked to 
alarms and built-in support for XProtect® Smart Wall.  

XProtect Corporate provides the ultimate system reliability for high-security installations; Edge Storage support combined with 
Failover Recording Servers and redundant management servers ensure video recordings are never interrupted.

High  
performance
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Uninterrupted video viewing and recording 
XProtect Corporate is the ideal solution for instal-
lations requiring constant access to video, such as 
large retail chains, airports, and cities. In case of a 
loss of power or server failure, hot standby Failover 
Recording Servers ensure minimal interruption and 
video loss.  

Additional redundancy option
Edge Storage with flexible retrieval* is an additional 
redundancy option that ensures the uninterrupted re-
cording of video during a system failure. Additionally, 
video can always be automatically retrieved based on 
set time schedules or triggered by events.

Reduce the risk of missing video evidence

Milestone Federated Architecture enables multiple 
XProtect Corporate and XProtect® Expert sites to be 
operated as one large system with a central XProtect 
Corporate system. This provides operators with 
access to all cameras in the system, while all fede-
rated sites can be administrated centrally. With a 
flexible user-rights structure, users and administra-

tors can be granted access to any combination of 
sites, from a single system to all systems in the feder-
ated hierarchy. For example, in an airport installation, 
different entities such as airlines, homeland security 
and public authorities can all receive access to the 
surveillance system.

Milestone Federated Architecture™ 

XProtect Corporate offers two unique solutions to  
centrally manage surveillance of multiple sites  

Milestone Interconnect is a unique system concept that enables 
XProtect Corporate to be interconnected with any XProtect VMS, 
Milestone Husky NVRs or Milestone Arcus embedded 
appliances to create one centralized surveillance operation 
across multiple geographically dispersed sites. 

For example, large retail chains can choose the Milestone prod-
uct that matches their needs and budget at each local site. Using 
Milestone Interconnect and XProtect Corporate at the central 
headquarters, operators can view live and recorded video and 
retrieve video from each individual store.

The proactive detection of system errors in remote systems and 
the possibility to remotely manage interconnected systems re-
duce system administration costs and costly on-site visits. 

*Cameras must be equipped with Edge Storage functionality, please refer to Milestone’s website for a list of all supported devices.

Milestone Interconnect™ 
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Supreme situational awareness
Gain a comprehensive overview of the entire surveillance site

Interactive video wall for quick response

Designed for large surveillance 
installations, XProtect® Smart Wall is 
an advanced video wall for control rooms 
and alarm centers. It enables operators to 
obtain an optimal situational overview and 
coordinate response activities. 

Proactive alarm response

A prioritized alarm list provides an over-
view of active alarms and their severity 
empowering operators to address the most 
important incidents. If an alarm is trig-
gered, the location map displays the cor-
responding alarm and camera locations, 
allowing operators to take action quickly.

Users can quickly sort through large amounts 
of evidence by bookmarking video sections 
and adding descriptive notes. Bookmarks are 
particularly useful for installations with around-
the-clock monitoring since operators can 
easily share information.

Flag live video for later investigation Product facts

• Supports an unlimited number of cam-
eras, users and sites

• Central-management interface controls all 
connected cameras, devices and stor-
age units regardless of its size or if it is 
distributed across multiple geographical 
locations

• Can be accessed by three viewing clients 
for daily operations; web-based surveil-
lance and access through smartphones 
and tablets

• Compatible with third-party integrations, 
such as analytics, building automation 
systems and access control

• Multi-stage video storage with data 
grooming possibilities to provide efficient 
long-term storage

• Video database encryption and digital 
signing on exported video evidence help 
verify exported video has not been modi-
fied or tampered with 

• Strict user rights, such as restricting per-
mission to specific time periods to protect 
the integrity of live and recorded video
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XProtect®

The Milestone Open Platform
A foundation for long-term success
Milestone’s XProtect open platform video management software 
(VMS) integrates with the industry’s widest choice in cameras, 
giving you the freedom to choose equipment according to your 
needs and budget. Committed to providing a true IP video open 
platform and freedom of choice, Milestone is proud to be among 
the first VMS vendors to support and lead the future progress of 
ONVIF and PSIA standards. 

Integrate applications and systems into XProtect VMS with the 
Milestone Integration Platform Software Development Kit (MIP 
SDK). The open architecture of XProtect, together with the MIP 
SDK, allows for endless possibilities to add features and functional-
ity for creating powerful, custom surveillance solutions. 
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About Milestone Systems
Founded in 1998, Milestone Systems is the global 
industry leader in open platform IP video manage-
ment software. The XProtect platform delivers power-
ful surveillance that is easy to manage, reliable and 
proven in thousands of customer installations around 
the world. With support for the widest choice in net-
work hardware and integration with other systems, 
XProtect provides best-in-class solutions to video en-
able organizations – managing risks, protecting peo-
ple and assets, optimizing processes and reducing 
costs. Milestone software is sold through authorized 
and certified partners. For more information, visit:  
www.milestonesys.com

XProtect is a registered trademark of Milestone Systems. 
© 2013 Milestone Systems.  All rights reserved.

Milestone Systems HQ, DK
Tel: +45 88 300 300

Milestone Systems US
Tel: +1 503 350 1100

Milestone has more than 15 offices 
around the world. For a complete list,  
visit www.milestonesys.com

General inquiries:  
info@milestonesys.com
Sales inquiries:  
sales@milestonesys.com
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